Standard Detail Drawings Updates

Implementation Schedule: These drawings will be included when applicable in plans scheduled for the November 2021 PS&E due date of the proposal preparation process schedule (refer to FDM 19-1 Attachment 1.5).

Edits to the drawings are highlighted in red. On the backsides where new text has been inserted or combined with old text, the new text appears red.

SDD Table of Contents - summary list with new or edited SDDs highlighted.

SDD 14B47 (sheets a-g) Midwest Guardrail System (MGS) Type 2 Terminal (revised) Revision of SDD for redesign of Type 2 Terminal.

SDD 15D23 (sheets a,b) Traffic Control, Intersection with Two Lane Closure (revised) General note added for minimum mounting height of turn lane signs.

SDD 15D43 Traffic Control, Short Duration Mobile Operations (revised) Revisions include General note for optional status of shadow vehicle and revised labeling of vehicles involved in operations.
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